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CISRS TRAINING PROVISION EXPANDED IN SOUTH WEST
Provision and availability of CISRS training in the South West has been boosted
following investment by LTC Training Services.
The training provider has expanded its Plymouth training centre, enabling the firm to
convert old offices into three extra training rooms. These facilities have already
played host to CPD, COTS, Basic and Inspection courses.
LTC Training Services Ltd’s Managing Director Neil Gray has said: “We are delighted
with the outcome of the new facilities at our Plymouth Training Centre and are now
exploring the option of expanding the practical training area. This is further evidence
that LTC is continuing to invest for the future.”
The company has also added CPD to the range of courses delivered at their depot
in Cullompton and employed an additional CISRS Instructor to help meet increased
demand for training in the South West region.
Following a recent accreditation visit to LTC’s Plymouth facility, Trevor Donoghue,
CISRS Auditor, said: “LTC has obviously made significant investments in their facilities
in Devon. The training delivery at the centre has always been of a very high
standard, the specification to which they have fitted out the new classrooms and
meeting areas are now equally impressive.
“It is really positive to see CISRS providers looking to develop their centres increasing
capacity whilst improving the training delegates experience.”
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For more information please contact enquiries@cisrs.org.uk
Notes to Editors:
The Construction Industry Scaffolders Record Scheme (CISRS) has been the industry recognised scaffold
training scheme for over 40 years.
It is the preferred scaffolding qualification of all the major organisations including CSCS, NASC, HSE,
Build UK, UNITE and the largest scaffold systems manufacturers.
The scheme, established in the 1960s, has 66,000+ CISRS card holders in the UK & 6,500+ OSTS card
holders overseas.
For more information please visit www.cisrs.org.uk

